
MODERNIZE YOUR WORKFLOW
VirPack provides workflow automation, data management, 
and a platform that modernizes business operations - 
keeping employees in-platform and on-task. 

As a leading software-as-a-service provider for the 
residential lending industry, we fill gaps left by existing LOS 
technologies, which amplifies the efficacy of those tools and 
the efficiency of the people using them. 

VirPack allows lenders to virtually manage loan documents 
and facilitates automated workflows through an online, 
customizable system. 

FASTER AND SMARTER, BUT ALSO, FAMILIAR

Lenders can become more efficient, productive, and  
organized using VirPack. Highly-configurable to your specific 
needs, VirPack replaces your unique, manually complex, and 
error-prone business processes with automatic document 
recognition (ADR), automatic data extraction with electronic 
data management, and virtual workflow solutions. Together, 
these tools enable accelerated digital transformation within 
businesses.

EXPERIENCE YOUR LOS AMPLIFIED
Maximize customer profits, reduce time 

to close, and differentiate yourselves in a 
dynamic marketplace with VirPack 

www.VirPack.com | 703.734.1133 | info@virpack.com



HOW VIRPACK WORKS
VirPack allows lenders to virtually manage loan documents 
and facilitates automated workflows through an online, 
customizable platform. We provide tools for lenders to 
become more efficient, more productive, and more 
organized. 

Serving residential lenders, banks, credit unions, and state 
housing finance agencies, our technology transforms 
business operations. We empower teams by alleviating 
manually intensive, error-prone tasking by digitizing time-
wasters, applying automation, and expediting workflows.

VirPack can help everyone on your team, here’s how:

BUSINESS RULES
A robust business rules engine supports multiple automation 
opportunities including tasks, third party direct electronic 
deliveries, checklists, and data validation which reduces 
errors and deficiencies that exist in current manual 
processes. 

A feature-rich alert and dashboard panel system reduces 
operational noise and ensures a focused work environment. 
VirPack allows you to develop a structured, integrated 
workflow, including quality checkpoints within your LOS from 
loan origination through post closing to servicing or sale of 
the loan. 

TASK AUTOMATION
Automating manual tasks, workflows, and business 
operations, with a preset and tailorable software system that 
is custom designed for the mortgage industry, will reduce 
process gaps and ensure operational excellence. VirPack’s 
rule-based workflow individualizes the loan manufacturing 
process based on loan criteria ensuring a tailored and 
efficient solution across your lending enterprise.

AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT INDEXING
VirPack has an extensive library of document recognition 
features that ensure an accurate and automated indexing of 
documents using OCR. Documents that are not fully 
recognized are clearly marked and easily addressed using 
VirPack’s indexing application. 

CUSTOM ALERTS 
Configurable, automated business rules notify users of
operations and tasks via alerts. Alerts appear within a
dashboard panel allowing users a focused environment to
ascertain operational needs.

WORK SMARTER

INCREASE ROI

SCALE BASED ON 
VOLUME

SPEED UP CYCLE TIME
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WORK SMARTER 
Eliminate the manual “stare and compare” data validation by 
leveraging OCR and document recognition technology for 
data extraction and data verification and validation. A simple 
user interface helps reduce confusion with automated 
document compare features that help ensure data integrity 
across documents. 

DATA MANAGEMENT
Data discrepancies are easily accessible from the dashboard 
panel where users can focus on data reconciliation. Users 
can rectify data discrepancies directly in the user interface 
and update third party solutions by retrieving extracted data 
via the API.

INCREASE ROI 
Improve productivity and decrease costs by reducing cycle 
time and increasing the number of compliance and 
underwriting reviews that can be completed per day by 
automating as much of the review as possible. VirPack’s 
automatic tasking engine based on data or content changes 
promotes efficient and configurable compliance and 
underwriting reviews specific to each transaction type.

SPEED UP CYCLE TIME
Leverage automated business rules to create a hands-free 
final document tracking and delivery module. These business 
rules allow a final document due date to be automatically set 
based on existing data item values. Deliver final documents 
automatically using configurable business rules, or with a 
one-click delivery module to ensure prompt electronic 
delivery of all final documents.

SCALE BASED ON VOLUME 
As a Microsoft Azure hosted solution, VirPack is fully 
scalable and responsive to volume increases. VirPack’s 
unique business rules engine and work queue system are 
elastic operational resources that allow staff to shift to meet 
volume needs.

    KEY FEATURES OF VIRPACK
• Secure Document Collection and Upload 

Multiple file upload capabilities, including drag and 
drop direct to the user interface, a portal, Outlook 
email plugin, and more.

• Rule-based Workflow and Tasking 
Workflows route docs to queues for staff review, 
triggering tasks individually or for teams.

• Checklists 
Customizable, rule-based checklists sync with API 
and push notifications to track status and manage 
files.

• On-Image Annotations, Stamps and Tags
In-platform markups allow permanent or temporary 
notes, virtual signatures, highlights, and comments 
within the screen.

• Security and Access Control 
Grant file-level and document-level access to 
specific users while an audit log tracks all actions.

• Customizable Content
Changeable views allow flexible presentation to 
multiple stakeholders for retrieval, view, and 
approval.

“We selected VirPack for their proven experience, 
advanced technology and preconfigured methodology 
that is based on industry best practices. The 
operational efficiency gains that VirPack has provided 
enabled us to manage increased loan volume 
with existing staff and generated immediate ROI.”

Jill Quinn, Chief Operating Officer 
Philadelphia Mortgage Advisors



VIRPACK PARTNERSHIPS
VirPack leverages relationships with over 75 
organizations to enable the exchange of documents 
across lender and investor platforms for increased 
efficiency. 

VirPack integrates with Calyx Software, DocuSign, 
LoanLogics, DocMagic, IDS, Docutech, MGIC, 
NationalMI, Radian, and Arch MI to support automated 
workflows and data efficiencies.

VirPack offers an API for 3rd Parties as well as a push 
notification system, which allows partners to integrate 
their current business systems with VirPack.

For the past 20 years, we have been forging 
relationships by serving the mortgage banking and 
financial services industries. We have done this by 
innovating and creating award-winning technologies 
and solutions that have maximized customer profits, 
driven time to close, and differentiated them from their 
competitors in a dynamic marketplace.

READY TO GET STARTED?
VirPack can be rapidly deployed with minimal upfront 
costs. Our easy-to-use platform has an intuitive user-
interface, which allows employees to quickly like and 
adopt using the new tools.

When you deploy VirPack, a member of our Customer 
Success team will be with you all the way, ensuring 
you get running and receiving value from incorporating 
VirPack.


